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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which option is a Trusted Reference Configuration?
A. Server hardware without software
B. Virtual servers without hardware
C. Server configuration bundles defined and supported by Cisco
D. Server configuration bundles defined and supported by you
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

NEW QUESTION: 2
A product can NOT be supplied to meet all of the requirements

in its baselined Product Description. What first action should
be taken?
A. Raise a request for change
B. Amend the Work Package
C. Write an Exception Report
D. Raise an off-specification
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit. OSPF is configured on all routers in the
network. On the basis of the show ip ospf neighbor output, what
prevents R1 from establishing a full adjacency with R2?
A. Router R1 and R2 are configured for a virtual link between
OSPF area 1 and OSPF area 2.
B. The Hello parameters on routers R1 and R2 do not match.
C. Routers R1 and R2 are configured as stub routers for OSPF
area 1 and OSPF area 2.
D. Router R1 will only establish full adjacency with the DR and
BDR on broadcast multiaccess networks.
E. Router R2 has been elected as a DR for the broadcast
multiaccess network in OSPF area
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation
From the output, we learn that R4 is the DR and R3 is the BDR
so other routers will only establish full adjacency with these
routers. All other routers have the two-way adjacency
established.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three statements about inform-request options are true?
(Choose three.)
A. By default, the maximum number of pending informs is 10.
B. By default, the maximum number of pending informs is 25.
C. The default timeout is 30 seconds.
D. The default number of retries is 3.
E. The default number of retries is 5.
F. The default timeout is 60 seconds.
Answer: B,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios-xml/ios/snmp/command/
nm-snmp-cr-book/nm- snmp-cr-s5.html
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